
What are Your Superpowers? 

While we may wish that we could fly, become invisible, etc.  we have developed or were born 
with powers in order to thrive so far. Feel free to add your own, too.  

To learn what some of yours are, we will make this easy.  Go through this list and cross off any 
that do not resonate. Then, find about five that do resonate and select one to three that either 
someone has shared that you have or you think are things you do way better than others.  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

MANIFESTING: Able to turn ideas into real things. Can transform dreams into reality.  
GROUNDING: Can calm and stabilize chaotic and frenzied environments.  
DECISIVENESS: Can make decisions confidently in any situation.  
FORM: Able to create order out of chaos. Can see systems in any situation.  
ULTRA-CORRECT: Has common sense and clear thinking, knows the right answer.  
EMPOWER: Able to give others what they want and need to become more powerful.  
AMPLIFY: Make emotions it stronger,  takes collaborations and work to make them better.  
EMOTOSCAN: Knows how people are feeling instantly. Able to ‘read’ a crowd or individual.  
MEGA-PRESENCE: Often the center of attention in any situation.  
FLOURISH: Can take things and make them grow or reproduce: food, money, friends, etc. 
PERFECT TASTE: Can create symphonies of taste in their imagination and share them. 
HONORING: Instantly knows what would make someone feel supported and .  
TREASURE: Able to find money or other valuable items anywhere.  
ATTRACTION: Able to attract desires: Gifts, deals, wealth, health, relationships, anything.  
INVISIBILITY: Able to disappear without a trace.  
FABRICATE: Able to make anything with whatever is around. A master craftsman.  
IMPROVE: Can take anything and make it better. Work better, look better, behave better.  
GENIUS: Able to come up with amazing new ideas.  
CHARM: Can get whatever they want. Everyone’s friend, they’re always welcome anywhere.  
ELEVATE: Can make others feel special, beautiful, powerful, etc.  
SMILE: Can make others smile with ease.  
ILLUMINATION: Exposing the extraordinary in the ordinary. Revealing the impossible.  
POSSIBILITY: Sees the greatness others are capable of, sees the best in everyone  
FUTURESENSE: Can divine what is going to happen in the future.  
CONDUCTOR: Sees people’s talents and strengths and help them work together as a team.  
TRUTH DETECTOR: Can see through lies and tricks and always knows what is real.  
CALCULATION: Anticipates possibilities and has a plan in place. Ready to handle situations.  
HEALING BEAUTY: Naturally makes things look better and magical.  
MUSIC MIND: Able to recall and sing any song at any time. Can create songs on the spot.  
HEART THINKING: Stores lots of thoughts/feelings in one’s heart without much effort 
SUPER-SMELL: Can pick out smells in crowds and track people and things by smell.  



CLEAR-FINDING: Can find anything anywhere. CAMOUFLAGE/INVISIBILITY:  
TRANSLATOR: Can understand anyone. Able to learn languages quickly.  
SPIN: Can use words to dazzle, confuse, fascinate, convince, etc.  
ADAPTATION: Figures out environments or situations. Fits in anywhere.  
WARMING: Can easily make people feel warm and loved and nourished.  
SAFE-MAKE: Can create a bubble of safety around someone else.  
CONNECTION: Can bring together different people and finds the things that connect us.  
SHIELD: Makes impenetrable barriers of safety around self to protect against negative energy.  
SUPER-FORCE: Able to become extra strong when force is needed to protect or help others.  
STEADFAST: Able to keep going. Can inspire others to keep going too.  
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